
At this time, we cannot find our copy of the provisional letter of acceptance mentioned on page 28 , line 
18 of our direct testimony Exhibit 428).  On reflection, we agree that the date of the provisional 
acceptance should be the accepted date for the filing of the NOC. 
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No Indication land enlcosed within H&H building was ever reclaimed
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Headwaters Group of  Nor thern Thunder  
PO Box 124  

Fairchild, WI  54741 
715/334-2271   resenergy@aol.com 

 
May 9, 1998 
 
Mr. Thomas Portle 
Bureau of Waste Management 
Department of Natural Resources 
PO Box 7921 
Madison, WI  53707 
 
RE: request for hearing on the matter of modifying the Mining Permit and Reclamation Plan of 
Flambeau Mining Company for the Flambeau Mining Site in Rusk County, Wisconsin. 
 
Dear Mr. Portle; 
 

On April 28, 1998 I wrote you requesting a hearing on the proposal to modify the Mining 
permit and Reclamation Plan for the Flambeau Mine.  

We have been informed that under state law, given the number of such requests, the DNR is 
obligated to set up a full contested hearing and that the Flambeau Mining Company has indicated 
that should such a hearing be required, they would scrap the whole effort and destroy the 
industrial buildings.  I would like to make it clear, that it is not our intention to deny the people 
of Rusk County any additional economic benefit that they might gain from this arrangement and 
it is the mining company that is making this threat.  In fact, the preservation of the buildings and 
economic benefit to the people are NOT our area of concern that we are challenging. 

Given this apparent economic extortion by Flambeau rather than submit to scrutiny on the 
success of their reclamation effort , we are willing to withdraw our request for a formal hearing 
on two conditions: 
1. That an informal informational hearing be held at a neutral location in Rusk County where 

the DNR—and hopefully the mining company and the LCIDC—can explain their intentions, 
we can express our concerns and can receive written responses to those concerns. 

2. Should we not be convinced that these responses are consistent with Wisconsin State law and 
the original intent and purpose of the mine reclamation plan, that we would have the 
opportunity following this disclosure to resubmit our request for a formal legal contested 
hearing on those issues of concern. 

Thank you very much for honoring this request. 
 
 
Sincerely yours, 
 
 
Tom Wilson 
 



TO Larry Lynch, Kevin Kestler, and Chuck Hammer  
I think you may have only receive 1-of-2 pages of this fax yesterday 
Gentlemen:  This is the message I got out over the weekend to most of the petitioners-either by e-mail, 
fax or phone.  I think everyone is on board (Aaron Ellringer may have already written you recinding his 
request for a contested hearing based on misinformation he received from Marty Reynold’s letter 
indicating a public hearing is posible--most petitioners got that impression from Rep Reynold’s letter.  
This is unfortunate.) Anyway, people seem satisfied with our agrement on this matter.  Please review my 
notes on same and make sure we are all working from the same page.   
 
Most people are fairly flexible as for time.  Weekends, especially Saturday and Sunday June 6 and 7 and 
June 13 and 14 are unacceptible for many of us, and reservations have been mentioned for June 28.  
Sometime during the week seems more suitable anyway. 
 
Sat May 22, 1998 
TO: 
Aaron Elringer 
Marie & Darrol Anderson 
Kira Henschel 
Dave Blouin 
Sandy Lyons 
Roscoe Churchill 
Carole Chrisler 
Laura Furtman 
Al Gedicks 
James Powell  
Shiela Hansen  
 
Dear Friends 
 
As you probably know, our request for more information regarding the revised reclamation plan has the 
DNR, the Ladysmith Community Industrial Development Corporation (LCIDC) and the mining 
company in a tizzy. Legislative friend Marty Reynolds, however, is understandably concerned about the 
potential loss of economic development opportunities to this depressed economy.  I suspect most of us 
agree that depriving Rusk County of economic benefit is not our desire, but nor do we find holding our 
environment hostage and suspending our open-government rights in return for a tossed bone from 
Flambeau an acceptable option. 
 
On Friday May 21, I spent over an hour on the phone with DNR’s Larry Lynch, Kevin Kestler, and 
Chuck Hammer (DNR Legal Council).  The situation is complex, but I think we are in a good position 
and can hopefully pursue our objectives.  This is my understanding of the situation and our prospects: 
 
According to DNR Council, the procedure for noticing the proposed changes without the opportunity for 
information hearings is prescribed in state statute.  An open public hearing as we have experienced on 
other mining issues is not an option.  Our only option was to request a contested hearing. Twelve of us 
did indeed do just that before the 30 days were out, and the DNR is therefore obligated to hold such a 
hearing unless eight of us chose to withdraw our petitions. (Five people are required to force a hearing.) 
A contested hearing is a big deal.  An administrative judge is appointed and formal testimony is taken 
with cross examination, formal evidence submitted etc. 
 



Flambeau Mining is unwilling to go through with this, supposedly because their present schedule for 
groundwork (Backfilling, seeding etc.) within the present season makes a delay too expensive.  
Personally I find this excuse fairly weak because since they have been reclaiming the land so far based 
on the assumption of approval of the revised plan--if they scrap that revision, they will have to revert to 
the original placement of the wetland, change the present stream bed placement and arrange for the 
destruction of the buildings, etc.--pretty pricey and time-consuming operations.  They also must then be 
able to prove that they CAN establish a viable wetland downstream from their mining pit and will have 
to establish a prairie on the site of the #2 rock storage facility--which may prove impossible.  In short, I 
think they are bluffing and trying to hold us all hostage to this economic development thing.  It is still to 
our advantage, I believe, to go slowly and not seek a face-off. 
 
The guys at the DNR tried to convince me that if we all withdrew our requests for a hearing, we would 
still have a chance to appeal the final approval of the plan revision in court before a judge (as opposed to 
an administrative hearing).  The options here are far more limited as any decision would have to be 
made on the existing record--new evidence cannot be submitted.  The grounds for appeal are also more 
limited and a law judge may not know a waste rock pile from a hole in the ground which makes raising 
environmental issues more difficult. 
 
I indicated that I thought that route was probably unacceptable to most of us and suggested some level of 
informational sharing before the process of a full contested hearing proceeds. After much discussion 
back and forth, Lynch, Kestler and Hammer finally indicated that they thought the decision on the 
contested hearing could be delayed temporarily and that an INFORMAL informational meeting among 
the twelve of us, the DNR, Al Christianson representing LCIDC and someone from the mining company 
could be arranged. 
 
The details are as follows: This is not an open public hearing (open meeting laws, I would assume, 
apply) but rather just a meeting among the above mentioned parties.  It would not require public 
noticing.  The meeting will be held in the Ladysmith area in about two weeks time.  The intended goal is 
to answer our questions and convince us that a contested hearing is not required. They promise to try to 
answer all our questions and concerns. The DNR has already pretty much made up its mind on the plan 
revision, but there is nothing written.  We can record the proceedings. 
 
In return, they want us to agree (by next Tuesday)  that we would all agree to do our best to attend the 
meeting (time and date as yet not specified) or to otherwise agree to go along with the decisions of 
attending individual(s).  What they want from us is the promise to individually make up our minds either 
at that meeting or VERY soon thereafter whether or not we want to go ahead with a contested hearing 
and if not, to quickly put in writing our retraction of our requests for a hearing.  In short, they hope they 
can convince at least 8 of the 12 of us that the plan revision is benign--or at least that the economic 
benefits to the community outweighs any possible negative impacts. 
 
I can’t see how we have anything to lose.  We still hold the cards in terms of being able to require a 
contested hearing. We have the opportunity to have our concerns expressed and hopefully answered. We 
demonstrate that we are willing to work with the DNR and the others, and don’t get painted as the bad 
guys trying to scuttle Rusk County’s economic development.  I have shared this perspective with John at 
Marty Reynold’s office and he indicated this is a good approach. THERE IS NO NEED NOW TO 
RECIND YOUR REQUEST FOR A HEARING! 
 
So where do we stand?  I promised L.Lynch et al that I would try to contact you all, bring you up to 
speed and try and get some commitment from you.  What I need to know is: 
• Do you agree with the above scenario of an informational meeting and will you try to attend same? 



• Are you willing to make a firm decision as a result of that meeting whether to pursue with a request 
for a contested hearing? 

• What days in the next few weeks are impossible for you to attend such a meeting? 
• If you feel you can’t attend, would you be willing to go along with the decision of any other 

individual(s) of the group and be willing to rescind your hearing request accordingly? 
 
I will need this information by Tuesday AM.  You can reach me either by phone 715/334-2271 (w) or 
715/334-5861 (h). Feel free to call anytime.  I’ll be in and out all weekend, but there are answering 
machines at both locations.  Alternately, you can contact me via e-mail: resenergy@aol.com or 
twilson@cuttingedge.net. 
 
This is a lot of pressure in a short period of time, but I think the issues are important here and I believe 
we are in a good position. In the coming week(s) I’ll be making copies of relevant documents and 
getting them out to you and we can coordinate our inquiry to best effect.  Thanks for your participation. 



 
Headwaters Group of  Nor thern Thunder  

PO Box 124 
Fairchild, WI  54741 

715/334-2271  resenergy@aol.com 
 
June 10, 1998 
 
Mr. Robert Wilson 
Chairman of the Board of Directors 
Rio Tinto 
6 St. James Square 
London  SW1Y 4LD 
United Kingdom 
 
Dear Mr. Wilson; 
 
We met a few weeks back at the Rio Tinto annual general meeting of shareholders where I was the first speaker 
from the floor and discussed issues of Rio Tinto’s activities in Wisconsin. As you said from the dais—and later 
reconfirmed at the reception upstairs—your feelings on the issue of the proposed changes in the reclamation plan 
for the Flambeau Mine were that the preservation of the existing industrial buildings was being considered solely 
at the request of a local group and that Rio Tinto would not consider reopening discussions on the environmental 
impacts of the mine simply to save these buildings for the benefit of the community. Although this position is 
understandable for the immediate consumption of Rio Tinto shareholders, you may wish to reconsider your 
decision with longer-term investment perspectives in mind.  
 
As you undoubtedly are aware, representatives of the Flambeau Mining Company have agreed to meet in 
Ladysmith on June 16, 1998 in an informal informational setting with officials from the Wisconsin Department of 
Natural Resources (DNR), representatives of the Ladysmith Community Industrial Development Corporation 
(LCIDC) and several private citizens of the State of Wisconsin who have requested a public hearing on these 
proposed changes.  Under Wisconsin law, if as many as five people petition for a hearing in cases like this, the 
DNR is required to call such a contested hearing. The purpose of this informational meeting to try to satisfy the 
concerns of the petitioners and avert the need for that lengthier and more costly process. 
 
We certainly understand why you do not want to have your firm go through an extended hearing process before 
proceeding further with your reclamation process.  There are legal costs involved, undoubtedly expensive delays 
in the actual groundwork, and some potential for unexpected environmental damage resulting from such 
disruptions in the work process. 
 
On the other hand, reverting back to the original reclamation plan is undoubtedly not without its economic and 
environmental costs.  We admit, there may be some elements of this reclamation plan change that may be 
improvements over the original plan from an environmental perspective.  Certainly the preservation of the 
buildings for purposes of local economic development is a very positive goal and is certainly less expensive to 
you than demolition and disposal.  And we suspect, since you have already gone so far in the land reclamation  
process on the assumption of DNR approval of the plan change, to have to revert back to the earlier plan would 
mean the diaphragm wall would have to be removed, the stream bed and wetland relocated and a more extensive 
reseeding and prairie restoration program pursued. Indications from the attachments to the plan change request 
indicates that some of these actions may not even be possible! 
 
We would have preferred these issues had been dealt with earlier in the process in a less confrontational manner 
before such added costs to both your company and the community were imposed in either reclamation option, but 
these changes were only publicly noticed in recent months.  It is, however, the tradition in Wisconsin that such 
major alterations of public policy and impacts to the land in sensitive areas are subject to public review.  It is in 
that spirit that we have requested this informational meeting to try to clear the air before having to pursue the 
option of a long, drawn-out contested hearing should such be required. 



 
 
This being the case, let me propose a couple of suggestions that you may wish to consider as we go into this 
meeting.  Although the 12 petitioners represent a wide range of groups and individuals from all across Wisconsin 
(and I cannot claim to speak with authority for any of them), we have communicated with one another over the 
last couple of weeks and have identified a variety of issues which may be of concern.  At the request of Mr. Larry 
Lynch of the Wisconsin DNR, we have consolidated many of these concerns into a draft list of questions 
(attached) that could be a useful guide for the June 16 meeting.   
 
Of primary concern to most of us are the environmental issues.  We come to the meeting not with demands, but 
with questions.  If you and the DNR can convince us that the proposed changes are indeed benign, we can leave 
feeling satisfied that our lands and waters will be no worse protected than as outlined in the original reclamation 
plan. In such considerations, we are willing to note the present state of the reclamation process and what added 
costs and risks would result from reverting to the original plan. We will, however, seek assurances that the 
reclamation plan to date has been successful and the surrounding natural resources will continue to be protected 
for the generations to follow us. 
 
Procedural issues are ones which could prove to be fairly embarrassing to your firm, the LCIDC, the DNR, the 
Mining Impact Fund Board, and perhaps the Thompson Administration.  Although we feel many of these issues 
have significant leveraging power in these negotiations and imply substantive problems with our political and 
administrative processes, these are not the primary focus. We will seek clarification of these concerns but are not 
necessarily bent of pursuing them from a legal basis in this forum—assuming we sense a mood of cooperation 
and good-faith discussion on the other issues.  
 
Economic issues are, of course of critical importance to the people of the Rusk County area and, as I discussed 
with you at the Rio Tinto AGM, the people of Wisconsin are not fooled by your company’s lofty descriptions of a 
booming economy and vibrant work force in this community. The facts simply belie those claims and everybody 
knows it.  That being the case, any opportunity for a meaningful contribution from Rio Tinto to this economy 
would be more than welcome.  But let’s face it: the fact that Rio Tinto is willing to lease its buildings for 
economic development while the State pours in hundreds of thousands of additional dollars in funding for 
infrastructure improvements to land and buildings still owned by your company is hardly an exemplary public 
relations model. After profiting over $500,000,000 from resources extracted from this community, you now want 
to charge them rent for buildings that you have no more use for? 
 
This is what we are suggesting: in return for a non-combative approach to a resolution of the above-mentioned 
environmental and procedural issues and a willingness to consider relinquishing our rights to demand a contested 
hearing on the plan changes, Rio Tinto would offer to give the buildings in question and the land on which they 
are located to the people of Rusk County.  To do so is still far cheaper than demolition and disposal of the 
buildings, can probably be used by your firm as a substantial tax write-off, and has the potential of significant 
public relations benefits--not to mention the substantial benefit to the community itself. Liability for long-term 
environmental damage resulting from the mining operations would remain with Rio Tinto. 
 
This is our offer.  We are willing to work with you, the DNR, and the people of Rusk County in a non-
confrontational manner to try to resolve these issues on an equitable basis suitable to all.  We have the right to 
require a contested hearing but would much prefer to negotiate.  The ball is in your court.  You can either meet us 
half way and work with us, or you can stonewall and scuttle the whole deal.  The latter option may spare you 
some short-term administrative entanglements and protect you from some moderate additional investments in the 
reclamation process, but it will certainly not bode well for future investment in resource recovery in the State of 
Wisconsin. You have already invested fairly significantly in exploration pursuits in my home town of Cleveland 
Township and surrounding communities and obviously believe there is significant potential in these deposits.  The 
primary resistance you have felt in these communities was the result of a perception by the people that you have 
not been negotiating with us in good faith; hence our “Truth in Sulfide Mining” and “Say NO To Sulfide Mining” 
response. This is an opportunity for your company to demonstrate that you are indeed willing to be open on the 
efficacy of the reclamation process at Flambeau and to benevolently provide a return to the Rusk County 
community who have put so much blind trust in the promise of economic gain from their experience with the 
metallic mining industry. 



 
 
Sincerely yours, 
 
 
Tom Wilson 
 
encl. 
 
c.c.
Larry Lynch 
Al Christianson 
Jana Murphy 
Jeff Earnshaw 
Assemb. Marty Reynolds 
Aaron Elringer 
Marie & Darrell Anderson 
Kira Henschel 
Dave Blouin 
Sandy Lyons 
Roscoe Churchill 
Carole Chrisler 
Laura Furtman 
Al Gedicks 
James Powell  
Shiela Hansen  
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June 26, 1998 
 
Mr. Larry Lynch 
Mining Team Leader 
101 S. Webster St. 
Box 7921 
Madison, WI  53707-7921 
 
Dear Mr. Lynch; Larry 
 
 First of all I would like to thank you, Mr. Christianson, Mr. Earnshaw and all the “support staff” 
for having cooperated so positively in a process which I think we all feel was a constructive working 
through of a wide range of complex issues. I think you did a good job of keeping the process focused and 
on track and hopefully we have reached conclusions that are acceptable to all parties. 
 Those of us in attendance representing the hearing petitioners all met briefly Tuesday up at the 
Deli and generally discussed our initial reactions and listed the concerns we still held.  We have circulated 
a draft of this letter to all twelve petitioners and to date all but one (who is unavailable) have responded 
indicating it fairly reflects a modification of the plan revision that would be acceptable to us. 
 Some of us are still concerned with the implications of long-term liability ownership as a result of 
leasing and subleasing of the mining company property.  As a non-profit organization with “a negative 
cash balance,” the LCIDC has precious little resources to share in any future clean-up costs and/or legal 
defense against same.  We have been assured that the Mining Company still retains full liability “in 
perpetuity” but the historical record of mine company failures and taxpayers absorbing these costs is 
evident.  This is mostly a concern for the people of Rusk County and we hope they don’t get stuck with 
unforeseen clean-up costs. 
 In addition, from our discussions at the meeting and in reading both the Local Agreement and the 
lease with LCIDC, it is not clear to all of us that the Governments of Grant Township and Rusk County 
were adequately involved in the decision making on the industrial park.  Was the Grant Township Board 
given the opportunity of first refusal on the rental of these properties and does the conditional-use zoning 
permit arrived at through the local agreement carry over to post-mining usage of these facilities?  We 
leave these issues to be settled by the local governments. 
 
Of primary concern to us are six remaining environmental issues which we would like to see addressed in 
any final approval of the of the reclamation plan change: 
 
1.  The Fence:  you seemed to agree that removal of the fences should be a prerequisite to DNR 

issuing a certificate of completion.  The plan should revert to the original plan with the exception of 
the fencing for the industrial area which obviously has some security benefits.  We would hope (and 
in fact would appreciate some sort or written assurance) that the fence around the outlot area would 
not prohibit access to this area for independent inspection of the reclamation in that area, given its 
high pollution potential.  An easy rewording of section 3.4 ¶ 3 is: 

 Fencing will be retained around the industrial outlot area and the H&H Haulers area. 
All other fencing will be removed following reclamation and receipt of the certificate of 
completion from WDNR. 

2.  Given there is no need for electricity in the vicinity of the west pit wall following reclamation, we 
suggest section 3.4 ¶ 3 to be amended to read: 



 The power supply to the mine site will be retained to service the Industrial area and to 
provide power to the vicinity of the west pit wall for use during monitoring 

3.  Since it was agreed that there is little likelihood that a renter for the industrial park would be found 
who could productively make use of the existing acid/heavy metals waste treatment plant without 
further environmental liability to the Flambeau River, we suggest leaving the building in place but 
removing the water treatment equipment and plugging the underground piping as per the original plan.  

  Under this plan, Section 1 INTRODUCTION of the Plan Supplement (Page 1 Industrial Outlot) 
could read: 

 Ancillary facilities such as the administration building, wastewater treatment plant 
building but not the wastewater equipment. All chemical reagents and equipment will 
be reclaimed according to 5.9.3 of the original plan.   Water discharge pipes will be 
reclaimed according to 5.9.9.  

 It is assumed that the community would want the existing sanitary wastewater holding tanks be left in 
place to serve the administrative building.  There should probably be a statement to that effect. 

4.  The relocation of the 8.5 acre wetland and present state of grading will make eventual on-site 
disposal of existing buildings according to the original plan impossible.  Under the present proposed 
revision, Flambeau still has the option for a one-time on-site disposal permit for that area. 

  We also believe there needs be clarification  of the commitment to fully reclaim the industrial 
sector including the outlot should the buildings not be rented by year 2004. 

 Thus paragraph 1 on page 4 of the plan revision could be amended:  
 Per the conditions of the lease with the LCIDC, if a new use for the retained facilities 

is not found by December 31, 2004, unused mine site improvements left in place at 
the time of reclamation will be removed, disposed of at an approved off-site disposal 
facility and the area reclaimed by Flambeau to meet the standards of the wildlife 
habitat appropriate for the area according to this revised reclamation plan. 

5.  We can find no justification in the reclamation plan revision documentation for the abandonment 
of a regular burning regime in favor of mowing.  According to the commentary associated with the 
revised plan it does not appear that burning was included in the side-by-side trials during the test plot 
phase and all resources consulted have come out in favor of burning. The decision seems to have 
come strictly from Flambeau and appears to have been fairly arbitrary. 
 It is also obvious, however, that the original plan as drafted by Forth and Van Dyke was also 
flawed in both its recommendation of species and the details of the burning plan recommended.  The 
fact that neither the DNR nor the environmental community caught these weaknesses in the original 
plan is understandable given the magnitude of the more immediate issues being considered.  
Nonetheless, the initial approval of a flawed prairie restoration plan does not excuse abandoning the 
concept and intent of prairie restoration in a revised plan. As the revised plan suggests, "Fire 
frequency and regional climate will likely determine the time required for the grasslands to convert to 
forestlands....Early in the natural successional process the site should have exceptional wildlife 
values...." 

   Therefore, we call for the deletion of the paragraph relating to mowing on page 16 of the 
supplement and deletion of Section 4.7 Long Term Management in its present form. This is to be 
replaced by a detailed long-term management plan to be drafted by Applied Ecological Services for 
the establishment of a high quality upland prairie according to best practice methods.  

  Since burning was not a consideration in the revised upland species selection, this list should be 
reworked to meet the original long-term management goals, being cognizant of the fact this will be a 
highly visible model of the success or failure of said plan and the corporate reputation of both AEC 
and Rio Tinto is at stake. The revised species selection list and detailed management plan should be 
shared with the various non-profit prairie restoration groups in the state.  

  It is recognized that a burn versus mowing regime may require the planting of additional species 
in this section in 1999, but given the fact that Flambeau has in this case clearly gone ahead with its 
revised reclamation plan without formal DNR approval, this seems to be a small price to pay. Had the 



reclamation plan revision been filed and publicly noticed in a timely fashion, a revision at this late 
date in the season would not have been necessary. 

6. We will defer to the Department’s wisdom on the veracity of the monitoring plan changes although 
we might recommend that an on-going, side-by-side operation of both models would be an important 
contribution to the science of species monitoring that could prove useful for future reclamation plans 
for both mining and other environmental disruptions. 

 
It should be noted, as we promised in our letter outlining our concerns, we did not focus on the 

apparent procedural problems of this project revision, and despite Rio Tinto’s refusal to back off from 
their hardball approach of threatening to bulldoze the buildings, we felt it better to pursue the important 
immediate environmental questions and attempt to seek a timely resolution of those matters. 

Not all of us are totally convinced the reclamation has proceeded to date totally according to the 
original plan.  Certainly many of the details of the new plan were well known long before the public 
notification and those parties who had been personally informed were acting accordingly. 

Virtually all relevant parties at Tuesday’s meeting proclaimed the proposed changes as being 
significant and substantial.  Under DNR rules §193.55 and 293.43(3)(b)1-3, if the changes are substantial 
a full-blown permitting process is required including a new E.I.S. and public hearings and a Master 
Hearing.  The problem is, DNR rules don’t seem to define what they mean by “substantial” or even who 
determines when a change is or is not substantial.  Our concerns for mine permits as yet to be granted or 
even applied for is very real and the present case in point makes the assurances that we have a very tough 
permitting process dubious at best.   

For all the supposed “public noticing” for this permit change request, of the literally thousands of 
people who have expressed concerns about this mine, only ONE (1) individual actually saw the small 
notice in a local paper.  There is something VERY wrong with this system, even if it may follow the letter 
of the law. 

As we said at the outset of this letter, we have been very pleased with your personal performance in 
responding to our needs since we first petitioned your office on this matter (with the possible exception of 
the absence of page 13) and you rightfully submit that you must follow the law as it is written.  It is also 
quite true, however, that as “Mining Team Leader” you are not without technical and political clout as to 
how future mining laws and rules are written and modified.  I think we can all agree that the way this 
present case is proceeding is less than ideal.  We have all been panicking for fear of the worst.  The only 
process outlined by law is distasteful and probably unproductive to an amenable resolution.  We are 
presently sitting with the environmentalists having to threaten to go to court, and the mining company 
feeling it needs to extort the local community with further economic hardship rather than pursue an 
environmental review. 

What was accomplished on Tuesday was in our opinion a very constructive and positive approach.  
The mining company, the environmentalists, the DNR and the local community were talking together and 
trying to seek the best solution for the mine’s reclamation from all parties’ perspectives.  I think it is fair 
to say that our terms will result in a better reclamation and we apparently caught a few fairly blatant 
oversights that the DNR had not addressed. 

What we did on Tuesday was extraordinary--but it was also somewhat extra-legal. There is no 
allowance for such a process under DNR rules (I don’t think we broke any rules, but we did make some 
up).  This should not have to be the case.  An opportunity for true notification of concerned parties should 
be established.  How about something as simple as sending a copy of the notice to everybody or agency 
that testified at the original master hearing?  How about having a location on the DNR’s website where 
every major public notice is posted and archived at least until the event is passed?  How about having a 
subscribers service for notification like the Department of Commerce has for Building Code issues?  
There is certainly a better option than a 2-inch ad published in the classified section of the Spooner 
Advocate. 

And once a plan change is adequately notified, there should be some intermediate step between full 
acceptance of a DNR approval (which hasn’t even been published yet) and having to take the largest 



mining company in the world to court and face economic extortion.  The DNR holds public informational 
hearings on everything else it does, why not this? Why do we have to play hardball with multinationals 
just to get a few questions asked and raise some legitimate concerns? 

In summary, besides asking you to carefully consider our proposals on the actual mine reclamation 
plan changes, we also ask you to join with us in approaching the Natural Resources Board and our 
Legislature to amend the relevant laws and rules to make this whole process more effective, less 
confrontational, more democratic, better for the environment, and better for the people of Wisconsin. We 
are demonstrating here today that a constructive approach can work.  Let’s make it the way we normally 
do business. 
 
Sincerely yours, 
 
 
Tom Wilson 
c.c.
Marie & Darrell Anderson 
Dave Blouin  
Carole Chrisler  
Al Christianson 
Roscoe Churchill 
Jeff Earnshaw 
Aaron Ellringer 
Laura Furtman  
Al Gedicks 
Henry Golat 
Shiela Hansen  
Kira Henschel 
Sandy Lyon 
Jana Murphy 
Thure Osuldsen 
James Powell  
Marty Reynolds  
Fred Stevens 
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July 13, 1998 
 
Mr. Larry Lynch 
Mining Team Leader 
101 S. Webster St. 
Box 7921 
Madison, WI  53707-7921 
 
Dear Mr. Lynch; Larry 
 

 Just today I received a copy of your July 9 letter regarding the Flambeau Mine reclamation plan.  
Following our conversation last Thursday, I put in a call to Jana Murphy, spoke with her (and several 
other mine officials on speaker phone) and on Friday I received a call back from Jeff Earnshaw on the 
same issue.  My conclusions from these conversations was that the company is willing to go along with 
the proposal we submitted on June 26 for prairie restoration according to best practice design from AES.  
Their July 9 letter to you is consistent with that understanding. 

This is not consistent, however, with your conditions on the restoration to “revert to the original 
maintenance plan” with burn frequency every 3-5 years.  Everybody outside of the DNR has agreed that 
this plan is seriously flawed but every time I raise the issue, you claim you are not a botanist and don’t 
know anything about prairie restoration.  I’m not a botanist either, but I have spoken with folks who do 
know about this stuff, for the sake of timeliness, and I am willing to put my trust in the folks at AES to 
come up with a good plan. 

For the DNR to impose a less satisfactory maintenance plan than the mining company is willing to 
pursue simply because it was written into the original plan is irresponsible.  If you need to be more 
specific in your directive, I suggest you discuss the issue with someone in another division within the 
department--someone who does know something about prairie restoration. 
 
Sincerely yours, 
 
 
Tom Wilson 
 
c.c.
Steve Apfelbaum 
Jana Murphy 
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